
, 

RSC MEETING REPORT FOR CLEAN ACRES AREA OF NARCOTICS ANoNYMOUS 

WHEN: SUNDAY, AUGUST 8,2010 

10:00 AM- 5:00 PM 
ATTENDANCE: 

Subcommittees: 

RCMs: 

GROUP REPORTS: 

Vivian D., RSC Chairperson 
Karen K., ABC Chairperson 
Craig R., ABC Co-Chair 
Earl W., Regional Delegate 
Paula B., Regional Delegate Alternate 
Scott D., H&I Chairperson 
Alan M., Webmaster 
Gerald W., Meeting List Chairperson 
Alma B., Unity Chairperson 

Marcia, Philadelphia 
Kate J., Clean Acres 
Rick, Delco 
Isaac, Inner City 
Bob, Greater Camden 
Leo, Pyramid of Freedom 
Steven P., West/Southwest 
Cheryl G., South Philadelphia 
Harold, Northwest Area 
Mike 0., Downtown Area 
(10 or 11 RCMs present) 

Unity: Finances were reported for the dances at 22nd and Chestnut. Results seem to 
indicate that the dances are at the very least not making any money, and could be 
losing money. On Sept 17th they are having a Spaghetti dinner Marathon. On 
October 16th a Learning Day will be held at Roxborough Hospital. 

ABC: The RSO office is moving to 7215 Rising Sun Ave. They hired an accountant 
to review their QuickBooks, which is still in process. They transferred the first sales 
tax to the State. The receipts coming in for the dances are incomplete. 

Meeting List: From April to July, 21 new meetings were added and 8 were removed. 
I gave Gerald revisions to Clean Acres meeting list which involved adding one 
meeting, removing redundancies, change of addresses and meetings that meet mote 
than once per week. 

Website: A Pay Pal account was set up for Project Payoff to reduce the literature 
debt. One can now make contributions on the naworks.org site. 



Lit Review: Would like to come to your home group event. Contact for the chance. 

H&I: They are in the process of restructuring the Mobile Unit in order to make it 
fully functional. 

Convention: Still looking for logo submissions for GPRCNA XXVI. The theme is 
"Freedom Without Limits." 

NOMINATIONS: 

Ehab was nominated for PI Chair. RCMs passed vote and Ehab is new PI Chair. 

Nazreen resigned her position as RSC secretary. Joanna was nominated for this 
position and a vote was passed. Joanna is the new RSC Secretary. 

MOTIONS: 

A motion to discontinue having dances at 22nd and Chestnut was voted on and 
passed. 

A motion brought up to be brought back to our Areas: 

Motion to combine positions of Regional Treasurer and ABC Treasurer. This is 
because the Regional Treasurer is stepping down and the ABC Treasurer is willing 
to fill this position. This would also reduce the number of people who handle the 
money to one. 

Open Forum: 

Discussed the idea of paying Vivian D's parking tickets. 

Discussed the idea of how to use the 22nd and Chestnut venue for three more weeks 
until the contract runs out. It was agreed upon to have three separate events there 
in the even that we couldn't get a refund on rent. It did turn out that the venue 
reimbursed us for the last two weeks and nothing was held there last Friday. 


